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What is an Aggregator?

1. Limit Order Protocol
2. Agregation Protocol

3. Dynamic Pricing

Enjoy the most innovative and flexible 
limit order functionality in TRON DeFi.

The SocialSwap.io DEX Aggregator will have a massive impact on 
the use of the tron blockchain. The unique selling propositions it delivers, 
changes the kind of swapping tokens massively. You will be able to buy 
tokens at the lowest price and sell them at the highest price whenever 

you want.That is just one innovation that SocialSwap.io delivers 
you from now on. This document will show you exactly in detail 

what the new benefits are.
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Stop Loss Order

Limit Order Protocol

Limit Orders

A stop-loss order is executed when it reaches a 
specific price point that is set by the user. 
When the price limit is reached, the open 
position will close to prevent further losses.

Stop-loss Order

In a sell trailing stop order, also implemented on 
the conditional order feature, the user sets the 
stop price at a fixed amount below market with an 
attached ‘trailing’ amount. If the market price 
increases, the stop price rises by the trailing 
amount. If the price falls, the stop-loss price 
remains unchanged.

Trailing Stop Order

1. No fees:
For using the Socialswap limit order protocol no fees will be charged. 

This makes the protocol extremely user friendly and accessible for everyone.

2. Dynamic pricing:
The price calculation is done by automated smart contracts, based on 
demand and supply, by connecting all dexes on the tron blockchain. 

3. Conditional:
Users can set their orders with specific conditions for 
execution to maximize earning on trading operations.
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Aggregation Protocol

The protocol provides aggregation information 
services on exchange protocols and networks. 
The core part of the protocol is the socialswap 
smart contract, which performs runtime 
verification of transaction execution.

As a result, user funds can’t be lost even in 
case of interaction with an unsafe liquidity 
source. Since the smart contract ensures 
security, the protocol can be used in various 
aggregation information services, such as 
Pathfinder, developed and run by Socialswap.

How it works

An aggregation information service from SocialSwap. 
Within less than a second, it finds the best trading 
paths across multiple markets, taking gas costs into 
account. 

Routefinder

The protocol sources liquidity from different available exchanges and 
is capable of splitting a single trade transaction across multiple 

DEXes to guarantee the best prices.
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Your SST Breakdown

Balance
2473

Transaction Fee Refund
25%

Check if you have claimable SST Tokens

Governance Reward

Staking APY

35.9212

24.29%

Your Staking 10000

SST price $0.10

Total supply 990,000,000

Claim

SocialSwap Trading 
Fee Refund
Zero Trading Fees. For all trades. Anytime. 
Depending on the amount of sst you have 
staked you will be rewarded with up to 100% 
refund of the trading fee you have paid on 
the blockchain.

Introduction

On the Tron Network

Integrated protocols

The SocialSwap, Routefinder, is a cutting-edge discovery and routing 
algorithm, which offers asset exchanges at the best rates on the market. 
Routefinder finds the most efficient paths for a token swap, able to split 
between different protocols and even different market depths within one 

protocol in the shortest possible time.

Socialswap
Sunswap

TronTradeUswap

JustMoney
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